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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

The entire world is currently faced with an uncertain economy, but Brazil has been hit especially hard in recent
years, according to a new report by Boston Consulting Group.

Brazilian consumers, still seen as a promising growth market for luxury brands, are feeling more anxious about the
future and are taking steps to cut back on consumption. Predicting the impact and duration of a stilted economy is
difficult, leaving brands in a tough position as they consider whether to pull out or maintain a strong presence.

"There are a number of internal and external factors at play," said Silvia Sonneveld, partner and managing director
of The Boston Consulting Group, Sao Paolo. "Decline of foreign investments due to U.S. interest hike and slowing
demand for commodities; ultra-low approval rate for the current government, creating a political deadlock avoiding
that necessary reforms are being implemented; rising budget deficit and rising interest rates limiting options to
support growth through government investment.

"Over 50 percent of consumers are anxious about the future and adjusting their spend downward, which combined
with rising unemployment and limited further growth of credit puts a firm break on private consumption growth," she
said. "Whilst demand for commodities did have an impact, the recent devaluation of the real actually helps to drive a
positive trade-balance over the last year, but in all was not sufficient to compensate on other GDP building blocks.

"The additional consumption will not be enough to compensate. Furthermore, once the works on the Olympics-
infrastructure ends this might have a further negative impact on unemployment."

In recession
Of the 2,000 Brazilians surveyed, 51 percent say they are anxious about the future, a marked increase from 2014 and
2012, when BCG found rates of 39 percent and 30 percent, respectively. Consequently, two-thirds of consumers will
be cutting back on spending in various sectors, particularly luxury goods and travel purchases, double the number
who said they would do so in 2011.
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Fendi boutique in Sao Paulo

Worse for the luxury industry, these rates are not especially dependent on income. Anxiety in the highest income
level is at 46 percent, with the lowest only marginally higher at 7 percent.

Brazil's  growth has slowed since the start of the new decade, with a 3 percent contraction in GDP last year. Eighty
percent of consumers say they believe Brazil is  in an economic crisis, with 58 percent saying that it will remain so
for more than three years.

Illustrating the crisis, debt is rising in the country. In 2014, one-third of respondents said 30 percent of their income
goes to paying off debt, but now 43 percent of consumers do so, with debt often being a part of even routine
expenses such as clothes and shoes.

With consumers going into debt for clothes and shoes, it is  unlikely that they will be looking to spend big on the
same items, even as a gift or to treat themselves. This is compounded by the devaluation of the Brazilian real, which
has dropped from around one-third of a dollar to closer to a quarter of a dollar in the last year after hovering around
the .60 cent mark at the decade's start, forcing import and thus retail prices up.

Iguatemi mall in Sao Paulo

Despite the abundance of bad news, there is good news for those in the beauty space. Those who do plan to trade up
are prioritizing personal care products for health reasons rather than indulgence, with 64 percent saying "healthier or
better for you" is the top reason for trading up.

In 2011, 81 percent said they were trading up because "I deserve it," 62 percent because "I can afford to" and 60
percent due to the brand name, compared to just 48 and 45 percent and 38 percent, respectively now.

With health as the top reason, brands may be able to establish support with entry-level products by presenting their
products as a healthy necessity rather than purely as a luxury.

"Over a long period of years, we have observed in our trading-up/trading-down research that consumers tend to
spend more on products and categories that they care about and less on categories they don't care about," Ms.
Sonneveld said. "In this way it is  normal for somebody to be buying a designer dress, but shopping in a discount
supermarket. This trend is happening across markets, not only in Brazil, and is enabled by a broader offer on the
one hand and more fluidity between social classes.

"On top of the long term trend that is still at play, people still have the need to indulge and reward themselves in
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times of crisis. The fact that this is very visible in the beauty and personal care sector is no surprise, and something
long known as 'the lipstick effect': people still want to reward themselves with a luxury present, but instead of an
expensive hand-bag they now buy a lipstick or other personal care item."

Brazil redux
Garnering support in a way that matches consumer reasoning could carry a brand through the eventual economic
recovery. On the other hand, pulling out of the country or lessening marketing efforts runs the risk of losing
consumer support and recognition, which may be difficult to recover after the recovery because of brands
continuing to create desire in the interim years.

Guerlain built a strategic partnership with Sephora to distribute in Brazil

Regardless, almost all brands will need to consider making over their strategy in Brazil to adjust for the current and
continuing recession. Pricing strategies, positioning and marketing messages that were effective when Brazil was
growing quickly are now hopelessly out of step with the consumer mindset.

Retuning Brazil marketing could be as simple as a geographical issue.

While most brands concentrate their efforts on Brazil's  coastal cities, consumers residing in the country's interior
are projected to contribute more than 45 percent of the growth through 2020, according to a May 2015 report by
Boston Consulting Group.

"Capturing Retail Growth in Brazil's  Rising Interior" explains that Brazilian consumers in general are tightening their
spending compared with the past 15 years, but inland consumers go against the trend, and are anticipated to account
for $60 billion in new purchases over the next five years. While sporadic demand within the population may not
justify a wide retail presence, brands can use other strategies to reach these consumers (see story).

Despite the slowing growth, however, many big name brands are continuing their push in the market, hoping to
garner the attention of the highest of high earners and create desire in potential future consumers.

In April, U.S. fashion label Ralph Lauren opened its first Brazilian flagship location in the city of So Paulo.

The brand announced the store's opening on its social media channels which are likely followed by native
Brazilians or consumers who visit the country regularly due to Ralph Lauren's global notoriety. Ralph Lauren's latest
store opening reinforces the brand's efforts to increase its retail footprint internationally and in the Americas (see
story).

"Brazil continues to be one of the largest global markets with enormous potential," Ms. Sonneveld said. "Whilst
uncertain what scenario will unfold, the crisis is  expected to have an impact of another 1-3 years.

"Knowing this, it is  worthwhile for luxury brands to continue to connect and engage with their current loyal and
potential future customers to cultivate this future potential."
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